Travelling With
the Body
III
From cycle chain to street cred, from industrial pistons and plastic
prototypes to pristine Pyrex. Such are the transpositions and
transformations effected by Blanche Tilden’s mechanical jewels.
Energised by the alluring world of machines, she offers us a means
of touring the future, presenting the self through the reality
of industrial technologies. Today it may seem as if these mechanical
means of mass production, once revolutionary, once reviled,
are themselves rendered obsolete, seemingly engulfed in a flood
of new information technologies. Or is it the case that the city
witnesses new forms of production: we ride the streets wearing
‘abstract machines that function’ as representations of individual
and collective identity? 1

I
In the opinion of the artist, the most extravagant work in the
exhibition is a 4.7 meter chain: in my opinion, this work is emblematic of
the politics of technology which inform her production. After all,
in di Sica’s Bicycle Thieves, modernity’s machines of mass production
represent the key to survival.
SYLVIA KLEINERT
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II
Driving this production is a desire to understand how mechanical
movements work: how they transfer energy to power. From the
first bicycle chain studded with a single glass rivet submitted to the
1995 Cohn Award for Street Jewellery, the work has evolved into an
exploration of the machine’s endless, tireless systems of production.
The jewellery exhibited is the outcome of a year’s internship with
Workshop 3OOO, a selection of 13 from a hundred experimental
models produced as part of the problem-solving process of design.
Complementarity characterises the combination of mechanics and
material: the rollers, scissors, pivots and pincers of industry are
translated into hot glass rivets and titanium. As art for the travelling
body, Blanche Tilden’s jewellery is at once, enticing in its resilience,
fragile in its translucency.

